2022 Catalogue

Welcome to the 2022
Growing Season

This year we have put in measures to hopefully reduce waiting times back to the
norm for our busy periods. We have included proposed delivery schedules on our
website under the Products and Bulk Product tabs on our home page. This allows
you to see the week on which delivery would be should you order at that time.
Every product is bagged to order, to give you the freshest product possible
therefore orders can’t always be dispatched the same week as ordering. Our team
however work very hard to get orders out to you as soon as possible and we thank
you all for your understanding in this matter. Our delivery team last year delivered
over 51,500 bags of product. This is a lot for them to do and we ask that you are
mindful of this when asking them to place bags in certain places. Please be kind to
them, they will always do what they can to help however all we ask is that you are
reasonable and mindful of the amount that they have to deliver.

While we have always tried over the years to keep prices rises to a minimum, 2022
is not getting off to the best start economically. We have been hit with increased
inflation, new taxes and large price increases on plastic especially, despite the fact
that our bags are made of recycled plastic. Increased fuel, wages and transportation
costs have all come at once. This along with the few suppliers that we use having
increased their prices, some substantially, means that unfortunately we have had to
increase our prices across the board.
Never has it been so true, as in the last two years, that gardening improves health
and wellbeing. We have heard from so many of our customers how working in their
gardens and allotments helped to relieve stress during lockdown or shielding.
We hope 2022 becomes a bit more normal and look forward to helping all of
our customers make their gardens and allotments the best they can be using our
products.

Welcome

Welcome

The last few years have been very challenging for everyone. With a large number of
new returning customers, increased demand for our products alongside unforeseen
staff shortages meant that last year there were spells where we had a very long
waiting list. Something that we are not comfortable with and for which we apologise
and thank customers for their patience. For the last two years our team have had to
work without the extra help we would normally have during the spring period and
we are grateful to them for their hard work to cope with the extra demand for our
products.

Due to the pandemic we have not been able to attend any shows, participate in
talks or really have any in person contact with any of our customers. However
we have gained a lot of new customers. The majority of new orders come from
recommendations which we appreciate. It really does reinforce our belief that we
have a really good product; a product that works and is beneficial.
We have also listened to some of the comments that came our way last year
in relation to Peat-Free compost. This year we have introduced a peat free
multipurpose compost alongside our normal compost range. We are always happy
to receive feedback and take this on board to continue to learn and develop, in
order to offer you the best service possible.
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About us

Based in East Lothian, we are a small family owned business with a proven success
rate, shown by repeat orders from over four and a half thousand customers, many of
whom are professional users. They include large country estates, specialist growers,
landscape contractors, allotment societies and local independent garden centres.
We pride ourselves on the quality of our product and will offer a 28 day no quibble
refund is you are not totally satisfied with what we supply. We make all our products
to order to ensure that you are consistently getting the best product. This, in part, is
why we are a delivery only service. We have made ordering easy and convenient by
post, phone, email or via our website.

How to Use This Catalogue
To illustrate how to fill out the order form (located on pages 29-30) we have used an
example below with some of our products.
In each product description you will find the Product Name, Product Code, Unit
Price, Weight/Volume.

We offer a free delivery service within Edinburgh, East Lothian, and Midlothian
for orders over £35. Delivery prices are set for various other Postcode zones; for
further afield call for a quote. Upon delivery there is no need for you to wait in for
us, just provide instructions and our team will leave the bags for you. With prior
warning we will try to fit in with your schedule otherwise we always endeavour to
get your order to you as soon as we have a van in the area.
Garden Solutions is based on a working farm and this highlights the importance of
being as environmentally friendly as we can. Our basic ingredients of mushroom
compost, draff and milled bark are by-products of various local manufacturing
processes. Our plastic sacks are produced from recycled plastics and there is an
emphasis on recycling or re-purposing as much as we possibly can around the farm.
Delivery routes are arranged to be as
efficient as possible.

Transfer these details to the order form as shown above, along with the quantity
you require. Then add up the total to see if you need to apply a discount (discount is
applied to product total only) then add a delivery charge (found on page 26-27).

H o w t o u s e t h i s c ata l o g u e

About us

If you are posting this to us make sure you fill in your name, address, telephone
number and delivery instructions.
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In the natural world there is a constant cycle of plant debris returning to the soil to
be converted back into humus.
If you have a look around a woodland or an area of natural growth, you’ll see nature
following it traditional pattern.

Composts

In domestic gardens, we, mostly, break this cycle in the interests of appearance. This is
fully understandable however it does mean that it is important to put some organic
matter back into the soil.
A good compost material will help to boost plants making them stronger and
healthier giving you noticeably healthy green growth. It will break down as the
compost is pulled into the soil from an increasing worm population.

Multi-Purpose Compost				
50 litre bag		
MPC
£7.40
1000 litre bag		
BBMPC
£118.00
Our high performing peat based multi-purpose
compost is a versatile mix that has been used for years
with great success. It can be used extensively for seed
sowing, growing bedding plants and potting up.
Giving the best results from start to finish this mix with
its light fluffy texture it is easy to work with and handle
and will provide the best start in life for your seeds;
thanks to its slow-release fertiliser and ability to handle
water drainage well.
A great all-rounder for use both with your indoor and
outdoor gardens.
Ericaceous Compost				
50 litre bag
ERIC
£7.60
1000 litre bag
BBERIC
£121.50

Composts

Benefits of using a good quality
compost

Our ericaceous compost is a formulated compost
with a naturally acidic pH for your lime hating
plants. Used for planting of ericaceous plants such
as rhododendrons, camellias, azaleas, blueberries
and heathers.
The main benefit of this soft smooth mix is that
it will lower the pH levels of the soil making your
ericaceous plants grow healthier and greener.

Hanging Basket Mix 			
50 litre bag HBM
1000 litres
BBHBM

£8.90
£142.00

With superb moisture retaining properties our
hanging basket mix has been formulated to give a
slightly lighter more easily watered compost with
added water gel and Osmocote giving better
feeding qualities for your plants, leaving your
baskets moist for longer but not water logged.
One bag will fill approximately three to four 16”
or five 14” hanging baskets.
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Plantermix

50 litre bag				
PMIX 		
£7.60
1000 litre bag			BBPMIX			 £121.50
No more mixing soil, compost and manures for your tubs
and planters, we’ve done it for you! We’ve also added
some slow release nutrients and calcified seaweed to
keep your plants healthy right through the season.
vegetables in various tubs and containers
and have consistently produced good
crops. Flowers grown in tubs containing
Plantermix have produced strong healthy
plants.
The benefit of Plantermix is that there
is no need for extra feeding throughout
the growing season and it does not tend
to dry out as quickly as multi-purpose

Also available is our synthetic

compost. Then at the end of the

fertiliser free mix called:

growing season the Plantermix

Natural Fertiliser Plantermix.

can be used to top

Full description on page 10.

Composts

Composts

For many years now, we have grown herbs and

up any garden beds
or it can be used
again next season if
enough feeding is
then added to the
mix.
This product is ideal
to be used in plant pots,

Our own
special
unique mix!

raised beds, planters and in the bag itself!
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£7.60
£121.50

Composts

This compost will allow you to have the benefits of
Plantermix with its natural ferilisers without added
synthetic fertilisers. Created for organic minded
growers and gardeners, this compost will allow you
to reduce the use of synthetic fertilisers.

John Innes Enriched Multi-purpose Compost
50 litre bag				JIMP
1000 litre bag				
BBJIMP

£8.75
£140.00

Not sure whether to use a John
Innes or multi-purpose? Here’s the
solution: all the benefits of a John
Innes with the ease and confidence of
a multipurpose. Use for pricking out,
rooting, transplanting and potting on.
Made with our own sterilised soil this
is a fine, heavy compost that holds its
shape when compressed and retains
water well.

		

£5.00

Our top soil is screened through a 5mm screen to create a light sandy loam which is
easy to work with. It is sourced from local East Lothian grade 2 agricultural land and
can be used in planting, mixing with other composts or as a top dressing for your
garden borders. We only sell top soil in 25 kg bags.

General Purpose Peat
50 litre bag				PEAT

£7.25

Peat can be used as a mix to go in with other composts to amend the pH level. It
improves drainage and is a very light product making it easy to work with when
blending, mixing and digging in. Our Peat is sourced from areas that are not Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

Peat Free Compost

Tree & Shrub Compost			
50 litre bag
TREE
1000 litre bag BBTREE

£6.70
£107.00

Designed to be used when planting new trees
and shrubs, this balanced product contains
bone meal and calcified seaweed to help the
roots and growth of your trees and shrubs.
It can be mixed in with existing soil at the
planting stage or as a mulch to provide the
much-needed feed to established plants
throughout the year.
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Topsoil 				
25 kg bag				
TOPS

This year we will be introducing a peat free
multipurpose compost. Although we have not been
inundated with requests for this product, we as a
company, are very much aware of all the factors
surrounding peat cultivation. Therefore, we have
worked with our supplier to be in a position to offer
this to you in 2022. We will be testing this extensively
ourselves in the hope that in future years we can
extend our range of product to include more peat
free alternatives.
Peat Free Multipurpose Compost
50 litre bag				

PFMPC 		

Composts

Natural Fertiliser Plantermix
50 litre bag
NMIX
1000 litre bag
BBNMIX

£7.95

Our new peat free compost mix is easy to work with, can be used for indoor and
outdoor gardens. It will improve air supply, help moisture retention and provide a
level of nutrients for healthy plants.
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Mulches

A good quality mulch will have several purposes; it will provide organic matter for
your soil to boost its condition, supress the weeds making your garden beds look
much more appealing, provide frost protection for roots and micro-organisms and
help to retain moisture during dry periods.

Ericaceous Mulch					
50 litre bag				EM
1000 litre bag				BBEM

£8.75
£140.00

This product can be used all year round on your lime hating plants such as
rhododendrons, camellias, azaleas, blueberries and heathers. For best results a 2 inch
layer should be applied.
The benefit of this mulch is that it will provide a gentle source of N:P:K for your
ericaceous plants and has a great appearance with its dark brown colour.

Rose Growers Mulch					
50 litre bag				
RGM
1000 litre bag				BBRGM

£8.90
£142.00

This attractive mulch blended with horse manure, composted bark, calcified seaweed
and bone meal will provide your roses with the feed they need to develop strong
healthy plants. Simply spread a 2 inch layer, when needed throughout the year to help
supress weeds and maintain the moisture level in the rose bed.

Mulches

Benefits of using a good quality
mulch

Mulches should be used to cover all bare soil within your garden beds to a depth of
at least two inches (5cm) to allow for a stable soil temperature. This will also help to
prevent soil splash during periods of heavy rain.
Once the mulch is applied the nutrients will be transferred down into the soil both
by water seeping through and by the increase in micro-organisms breaking it down.
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Special Mulches
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SSM 		
BBSSM

£8.75
£140.00

Special Summer Mulch
Special Summer Mulch is a great product to spruce up and feed your plants and
shrubs whilst also making your garden look nice and help with weed suppression.
Over the course of the year the organic matter will break down and be drawn
down into your soil by worms and micro-organisms to create humus. We add N:P:K
27:6:6 fertiliser, calcified seaweed and bone meal to the mix to help create a good
blend of nutrients for your plants.
We recommend you apply this between March and end of August for the best
results.
An even 2” layer is recommended to get the best results however this is only a
guideline.
The Special Summer Mulch is a course dark brown material which is easy to work
with and will sit well on your garden borders.

50 litre bag			
1000 litre bag 		

SWM
BBSWM

£8.75
£140.00

Special Winter Mulch
This product, with added winter fertiliser and no added nitrogen, compliments the
Special Summer Mulch and is used as an end of season top up to help strengthen the
root structure of the plants and shrubs during the winter leading to less damage. An
additional benefit is to keep the soil temperature higher over the winter leading to
increased microbial activity and a higher survival rate of worm eggs which helps with
the breakdown of organic matter for the following season.
We recommend you apply this between October to end of December for the best
results or before the severe frost hits.
An even 2” layer is recommended to get the best results however this is only a
guideline.

Mulches

Mulches

50 litre bag			
1000 litre bag 		
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Dark Composted Forest Bark			
50 litre bag				DCFB
1000 litre bag				BBDCFB

£8.75
£140.00

This product has been milled to give a finer dark brown appearance and pleasing
aroma making it easy to work with. This mulch can be applied to varying depths, all
year round and is suitable for all areas of your garden. When applied to a wellwatered, weeded ground it will help to suppress the reappearance of weeds in the
future.

Benefits of using a good quality
soil conditioner
Trials have consistently shown that a healthy soil, rich in humus and organic matter
will encourage stronger plants and a greater biodiversity within gardens.

Mulches

Digging in a soil conditioner is recommended for compacted poor-quality soil. In
planted up areas to avoid disturbing the root systems it would be best to use a
mulch which will be pulled into the soil by worms and broken down by the microorganisms in the soil to release the natural fertiliser content.
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Bark Mulch				
50 litre bag				
BARK
1000 litre bag				BBBARK

The benefits of soil conditioning include maintaining soil moisture levels, ensures a
continuous supply of material for the bacteria and micro-organisms to break down,
encourages a broader ecosystem within your garden and plants are stronger and
healthier.
£6.80
£109.00

This rough grade bark is perfect for pathways; but can also be used as a general
mulch if you are looking for a basic rougher mulch giving a woodland aspect to your
garden.

18 months later.

Soil Conditioners

Your garden soil should contain literally millions of bacteria, fungi, protozoa etc, all
of which need organic matter which they break down into humus and nutrients for
your plants. It is therefore important to condition your soil to ensure this process
can take place.
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£7.25
£116.00

Farm Yard Manure					
50 litre bag				FYM
1000 litre bag				BBFYM		

Farm Yard Manure is an excellent
soil conditioner packed with loads of
natural nutrients. It is fully composted,
attractive in appearance and great
to work with. It can be used in any
situation and is particularly suitable for
medium to light soil.
This product can be used in all parts
of your garden and is great as a
growing medium for your vegetables.

Our Horse Manure is a locally sourced product which is great for your rose beds. It
is a wet, composted, milled product with very little straw elements and added bone
meal.

Soil Conditioners

This product can be used throughout the year; it can be worked into soil or placed
on top and it’s suitable for other areas of your garden as well as your roses.

Vermiculite			
10 litre bag		
VERM		

£9.50

Westland Gro-Sure vermiculite. A sterile,
lightweight alumina silicate material for seed sowing,
pricking out and houseplant composts. It insulates
against fluctuations in surface temperature when
used as a seed covering. When mixed into potting
compost it absorbs nutrients, preventing them from
being washed out and then releases them to the
plant roots.

Enriched Organic Manure
50 litre bag				EOM
1000 litre bag				BBEOM

£8.40
£134.50

Our Enriched Organic Manure is high in
naturally occuring nutrients and hummus
forming organic matter. This is a fine, dark,
easily worked material that is boosted with
calcified seaweed and bone meal and will
help to enhance the structure of the soil
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£6.65
£106.50

Perlite
10 litre bag		

PERL

Soil Conditioners

Horse Manure
50 litre bag				HM
1000 litre bag				BBHM

£9.50

This Westland product is a sterile, lightweight
micro porous volcanic rock for rooting cuttings,
pricking out and incorporating into composts.
It absorbs and holds vast quantities of air
and moisture to prevent compaction. It also
improves aeration and drainage.
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50 litre bag				
RMC 			
1000 litre bag			BBRMC			

Reshredded Mushroom Compost is a clay
busting compost which helps to put fibre back
into the ground, which in turn will help with
drainage and improve soil conditions.

Our most popular
product
If you have heavy,
sticky soil this is
for you!

This is a locally produced product that we
remove from the mushroom farm once it has
completed the growing cycle and has been
sterilised as part of that cycle so that mushroom
spores will then not continue to grow.
Its lime content helps to release locked up nutrients in
your soil. This product has a slightly higher pH level, so
we would not recommend it for ericaceous plants.
This product will work best when
a 3 inch layer is applied to bare
soil and is then forked (or
rotovated) in to roughly 6
inches in depth. By digging
it into the soil it will allow
the level of improvement
that you see to be greater.
It is then perfectly fine to
plant straight into the soil
afterwards.

£5.40
£86.00

If you have an existing flower bed, then it is possible to
use Reshredded Mushroom Compost and fork it in
around the plants or be used as a mulch on top. The
worms will then pull the organic matter into the
soil over time; however, this improvement will
take longer than if it were possible to fully dig
it into the soil.
This product is a coarse, light material
that is easily handled and good to work
with. We would recommend that you try
to keep the bagged product dry during
storage however it is best to use it soon
after delivery occurs.

Soil Conditioners

Soil Conditioners

Reshredded
Mushroom Compost
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Spring/Summer Fertiliser		
SSF		
10kg Tub £16.20
SSF5		
5kg Tub
£8.70

Autumn/Winter Fertiliser		
AWF		
10kg Tub £16.20
AWF5		
5kg Tub
£8.70

Apply throughout the garden including
the lawn to encourage strong healthy
growth.
Apply at 30g per sqm (1oz per sq yd)
N:P:K 27:6:6

Apply throughout the garden including
the lawn to encourage strong root
structure and winter hardiness.
Apply at 30 per sqm (1oz per sq yd)
N:P:K 0:20:30

Growmore Plus			
GROW+
10kg Tub £13.50
GROW+5
5kg Tub
£7.45

Lime					
LIME
10kg Tub
£8.50
LIME5
5kg Tub
£5.60

A good all-round fertiliser for use during
the growing season throughout the
garden, including the lawn.
Apply at 30g per sqm (1oz per sq yd)
N:P:K 16:16:16

This ground limestone product contains
calcium carbonate which helps to
neutralise acid soils.
Apply at 100g to 200g per sqm (3oz to
6oz per sq yd)

Bone Meal				
Coarse Sharp Sand			
10kg Tub £14.00
CSS		
25kg Bag
£4.50 BONE		
BONE5
5kg Tub
£8.40
A traditional method of soil improvement
Organic slow-release root building plant
is to incorporate Coarse Sharp Sand
food as used in some of our mulches
into heavy soils. This helps to physically
and composts. Recommended for trees,
open up the structure of the soil and
shrubs, roses and other plants.
aid drainage of water and the passage of
Application rates: tree planting and
air. Use this in conjunction with our soil
ground preparation 70g per sq m, roses
improvers as part of your soil improving
and vegetable plots 135g per sq m.
strategy and for making a free draining
NPK 3.5:17: 0
planting mix.

Lawn & Turf Dressing		
DRESS		
25Litre Bag £6.95

Lawn Sand			
SAND		
16kg Bag

This Westland product is specially
formulated for use on all types of lawn.
It contains a blend of fine sieved loam,
peat and sand with added fertiliser to
nourish and feed the lawn. Use to fill in
hollows and holes. Apply at any time of
the year although Autumn and Spring are
preferable. Application rate is 2L per sqm.

This is a traditional method of
controlling moss during Spring, Summer
and Autumn.
The nitrogen gives a boost to the grass
and results in short term greening up.
Apply at 80g per sq m (2oz per sq yd).
Coverage 200 sq m per bag.

£14.95

Fertilisers

Fertilisers

Please pay careful attention to application rates
DO NOT OVER APPLY!
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White Rock Salt			
De-Icing Rock Salt			
20kg Bag
£8.20
DSALT		
20kg Bag
£7.15 WSALT

Westland horticultural grade limefree washed coarse grit. With a size
of 4-7mm it is ideal for top dressing
pots, alpines and rock plants, cacti and
succulents, aquariums and pools.

Westland horticultural grade lime-free
washed quartzite gravel. With a size of
6-10mm it is ideal for paths and drives,
crocking and drainage, rock gardens,
aquariums, pools, water features and top
dressing pots.

This is a superior grade UK
manufactured de-icer which is ideal
for paths and driveways. It contains no
hazardous ingredients and is composed
of 10mm salt, marl and an anti-caking
agent.

This is a fine grade de-icing salt which
has been UK manufactured. It is nonhazardous pure white in colour and is
less visual after its use.

10mm Drainage Gravel		
WEEG		
25kg Bag
£4.15

20mm Drainage Gravel		
BIGG		
25kg Bag
£4.15

Buff Chippings			
BCHIP		
25kg Bag
£6.70

Moray Chippings			
MCHIP
25kg Bag
£8.50

This pea gravel is perfect for creating
narrow drainage slits in waterlogged
heavy ground. Cut two inch wide spade
depth slits in the pattern of a herring
bone leading to a soakaway or other
outlet and pour in three to four inches
of this gravel. Particularly good in
waterlogged lawns but equally beneficial
in borders, especially if the soil has been
opened up with Coarse Sharp Sand.

When filling new planters, crocks and
tubs it is essential to have a layer of
drainage material in the bottom to allow
excess water to filter out through the
drain holes.
A one to two inch layer of this drainage
gravel is ideal.

This decorative chipping is natural in
colour and is very versatile in its uses.
For a thin one-inch layer one bag will
cover approximately 0.5 sqm. Cannot be
used in a pond.

This decorative chipping has tones
of blue, black and white. For a thin
one-inch layer one bag will cover
approximately 0.5 sqm. Cannot be used
in a pond.

Gravel & De-Icers

Gravel & De-Icers

Potting Grit				Gravel					
20kg Bag
£5.95
GRIT		
20kg Bag
£5.95 GRAV		
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Delivery Charges

For 50 litre bags

Delivery Details

We recognise that the bags are heavy and endeavour to place them wherever
convenient for you within your garden. However, we do ask that in giving us
instructions you consider any hazards to our delivery team such as slippery
steps, narrow openings, over hanging branches and the distance the delivery
team must carry the bags from the vehicle. Dog owners please ensure that
your dogs will not be a risk to our delivery team.

For 1000 litre bags
Often easier if you have a larger area to cover but they do come with
greater delivery restrictions.

Zone
Local

Upon ordering we can only guarantee a kerbside delivery. Anything further as
instructed by the customer is at the discretion of the delivery driver. Garden
Solutions will not be liable for any damage arising from this situation.

Postcode
EH1 – EH42

Cost per Delivery
FREE
(£8 if order is under £35)

Zone 1

EH43 – EH55,
TD1 -TD3, TD13

£10

Zone 2

FK1 – FK3,
KY11,
TD4, TD6, TD10, TD11, TD14

£18

Zone 3

FK4 – FK7, FK10,
KY1 – KY7, KY12, KY13,
TD5, TD15

£24

Zone 4

DD6,
FK9, FK11 – FK16,
G1 - G45, G51 – G53, G64 – G75,
KY8 – KY10, KY14 – KY16,
ML1 – ML12,
PH2 – PH4,
TD7 – TD9, TD12

£30

There must be adequate access for the lorry (approx.. size of the vehicles
that empty the household wheelie bins) to allow the bags to be lifted off and
lowered to a suitable area using the hi-ab crane arm.

Delivery of Bulk Bags (approx. 1000 litres)
Zone
Local

Postcode

Cost per Delivery

EH1 – EH42

FREE

General information

Zone 1

EH43 – EH55,
TD1 -TD3, TD13

£15

Our delivery team are instructed to use their discretion when delivering
your order.

Zone 2

FK1 – FK3,
KY11,
TD4, TD6, TD10, TD11, TD14

£21

Single orders that require multiple runs/vehicles to deliver may incur a
subsequent delivery charge. This will be discussed prior to delivery.

Zone 3

FK4 – FK7, FK10,
KY1 – KY7, KY12, KY13,
TD5, TD15

£27

Zone 4

DD6,
FK9, FK11 – FK16,
G1 - G45, G51 – G53,, G64 – G75,
KY8 – KY10, KY14 – KY16,
ML1 – ML12,
PH2 – PH4,
TD7 – TD9, TD12

£33

Please note our vehicles will not stop on double yellow line, zig-zag lines or
at bus stops when making deliveries.
Delivery within our designated postcode zones (see opposite) will be made
using our own fleet. Delivery out with these is possible but will be carried
out by a third party haulier with a kerbside only option. Please call for more
details.
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Delivery of Small Bags (50 litres)

Delivery Details

We do not require you to be at home to receive your delivery - just give
instructions with your order as to where the bags are to be deposited. There
may be occasions where someone must be in to open a locked gate and we
will do our utmost to accommodate such requirements, but this may entail a
delay in your delivery.

*Please note delivery prices may be subject to change should fuel prices increase
*Full terms and conditions can be found on our website www.gardensolutions.info
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The garden contains a War Memorial
raised by public subscription following
the South African war and the names of
those who fell in the two World Wars
were added later. The garden also contains
a memorial to Anne, late Countess of
Wemyss, in the shape of a 15th century
Venetian Well with scrolled ironwork and
a replica 8th century Northumbrian cross
from the time the monastic settlement
here was known as Pefferham. The cross
would have been painted in bright vivid
colours originally. The eyes of the animals
and birds are lined with tin to reflect the
light from specially made blue and brown
glass eyes. The John Muir Way walking
route passes the garden gate.
Garden Solutions donated Reshredded
Mushroom Compost for community
volunteers to fork in after the beds had been dug over and Farmyard Manure
to help bed the new plants in. The new beds were then allowed to over-winter
before a total 273 herbaceous perennials and shrubs were subsequently planted
by volunteers. Here again, Garden Solutions supported the Aberlady in Bloom
group by providing ample amounts of
Plantermix to encourage plant health
and growth.
The four large additional beds arc
around a central rose bed circled by
Nepeta beloved by visiting bees. The
two beds nearest the gate are dominated
by tall wafting grasses which invite you in
while the roses in the further two make
you glad you did! A mix of perennials and
shrubs also feature and the inside ring of
the arcing beds is populated by Lavandula
to complement the Nepeta.
The garden was a key part of Aberlady
in Bloom’s 2021 entry to the Beautiful
Scotland competition and a Silver Gilt
medal was secured in the first year of
entry.
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Order Form
Billing Details
Title ______ Forename
Address
Telephone
E-mail

Surname

Mobile

Postcode

Delivery Details

Tick if the delivery address is the same as billing address.

Complete if different
Telephone number

Name
Address

Postcode

Delivery Instructions
Please tick the box which best describes where you would like your order placed.
Add further instructions, if required, in the space provided.

Front Path
Driveway
Garage
Back Garden

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

I would like a phone call to tell me when delivery will be.
Cheque Payments
Cheque enclosed for £ _________ made payable to "Garden Solutions"

Order Form

Testimonial

In the latter half of 2020 Aberlady in Bloom reached agreement with Wemyss
and March Estate and East Lothian Council to add four large flower beds to the
picturesque village’s Memorial Garden. The aim was to inspire, add all year colour,
increase biodiversity and make villagers proud.

Bank Card Payments
Card Number
Valid From
Issue No.

Expiry Date
Security Code CVV Number

www.gardensolutions.info

08000 430 450
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For a 1000L bag on a 2 inch (5cm) covering (recommended) then the coverage area
is at least 20 square metres approximately.

Volume/
Weight

Start by measuring the length and width of the area that you wish to cover then
multiply these 2 figures. Divide this by the coverage ratio (as above) to give you the
number of bags you will need.
However please be aware that this will only work on unplanted beds. If you have established
plants, please bear in mind that you will require less product.

Garden Solutions, Ballencrieff Farm, Longniddry, EH32 0PJ

Send order to:

Please see catalogue for delivery charges in your area

Orders over £200 worth of bulk 1000L bags less 5%

Orders over £100 worth on small 50L bags less 5%

Code

See examples below.

Product Name

Order Form
Order Details
Order Form
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For a 50L bag on a 2 inch(5cm) covering (recommended) then the coverage area is
1.5 square metres approximately.

For 50L Bag
Bed length is 3 metres and the width is 4 metres so the sum would be...
3x4=12 square metres
Then divide this by 1.5 (from the coverage ratio) to give you how many bags needed.
3x4=12÷1.5=8 		

Therefore you need 8 x 50L bags.

For 1000L Bag

How much do I need?

Grand Total

Delivery Charge

Less Voucher

Less Discount

Sub Total

Coverage Ratios

Quantity

Unit Price

Subtotal

One of the most frequent question we get is ‘How much do I need?’ so to try and
help with this here are some guidelines to help you out.
* At Garden Solutions we mainly work in cubic metres so please bear this in mind
when calculating out what you need.

Bed length is 5 metres and the width is 12 metres so the sum would be...
5x12=60 square metres
Then divide this by 20 (from the coverage ratio) to give you how many bags needed.
5x12=60÷20=3		

Therefore you need 3 x 1000L bags.
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How to Contact Us
freephone:

08000 430 450

e-mail:

enquiries@gardensolutions.info

web: 		

www.gardensolutions.info

post:

Garden Solutions
		Ballencrieff Farm
		Longniddry
		
EH32 0PJ

